INTRODUCTION
With the rise of cloud computing [1] and the development of Internet of things [2] and other related technologies, the cloud manufacturing based on them provides a new way to realize centralized management, unified scheduling, on-demand use of all kinds of distributed manufacturing resources [3] . Cloud manufacturing, in the form of cloud services, for the whole manufacturing life cycle, provides all kinds of manufacturing resources which can obtain and pay for use at any time [4] . A single cloud service is often difficult to meet customer's manufacturing requirements. Therefore, with service composition, a cloud manufacturing service platform assembles a number of fine-grained simple cloud services into coarse-grained complex cloud services to meet customer's complex manufacturing requirements [5] . Implementation of cloud manufacturing is a collaborative process that requires the participation of multiple distributed manufacturing resources. In the cloud manufacturing service platform, it is shown as a series of activities, such as manufacturing demand decomposition, service matching with tasks, service composition optimization, service execution monitoring, etc. [6] . According to the opening degree of services to users, cloud manufacturing services can be divided into public cloud services and private cloud services [7] . The manufacturing resources of private cloud services are limited to internal use, not for providing services directly to users outside the enterprise. The manufacturing resources of public cloud services are not only available for internal users but also directly provide services to users outside the enterprise. In manufacturing processes, there are a variety of information interaction and material transportation among cloud manufacturing services. It is a kind of complex relationship that is full of mutual dependence, constraints and competition [8] . Therefore, assembling appropriate fine-grained cloud services according to the customer's manufacturing needs is an important part of the implementation process of cloud manufacturing.
Some scholars have done research on the optimization of service composition. For example, Lartigau et al. [9] proposed an improved artificial bee colony optimization algorithm for solving the cloud manufacturing service composition model based on QoS with geo-perspective transportation; Jeong and Lee [10] proposed a web service composition formal model with business logic process buffer based on CSP (Communication Sequential Process); Castejon et al. [11] proposed multi-objective optimal design procedure applied to a robotic arm for service tasks; Jovanovic et al. [12] described production cycle scheduling algorithm on the grounds of investigations of manufacturing capacity utilization levels and causes of loss for special-purpose products in complex manufacturing environments; Gaaloul et al. [13] proposed a dynamic mining algorithm based on a statistical technique to discover composite web service patterns from execution logs; Stegaru and Stanescu [14] presented a methodological modeling framework for quality driven web service composition that tackles quality from the user, final product, and process views; Omid et al. [15] proposed a framework for context-aware web service composition using planning techniques; Iordache and Moldoveanu [16] introduced a QoS-aware end-to-end web service composition approach that handles all the stages from the web service discovery step to the actual binding of the services, using a genetic algorithm to compute and compare the aggregated QoS of the composite services; Berlec et al. [17] proposed basic and extended models that take into account the tiedup capital in a production to calculate the optimal batch quantity; Avitabile et al. [18] used component modes from unconnected components as projection matrices to identify the system level full field response; Florjanic et al. [19] proposed an artificial neural network model to address the problem of estimating the volume of manufacturing hours in model manufacturing; Suzic et al. [20] studied mass customized production by using group technology and production flow analysis in a panel furniture manufacturing company; Chifu et al. [21] presented an ant-inspired method for selecting the optimal solution in semantic web service composition; Xiao et al. [22] proposed an improved shuffled frog leaping algorithm for solving the optimization problems of multiobjective production transportation scheduling in a cloud manufacturing environment; Dong and Guo [23] proposed a cloud manufacturing service evaluation and selection optimization model based on a global trust degree and composite template; Jing et al. [24] presented a cloud manufacturing service composition optimization algorithm based on discrete particle swarm optimization and execution reliability; Zhao et al. [25] proposed the service capability evaluation model of small and medium enterprise design knowledge resources and the mathematical model of design knowledge resource serialization combination under a cloud manufacturing environment, and a quantum harmony search algorithm for solving the model was given; Bao et al. [26] divided the service composition into three stages: the matching of adjacent nodes, the cleaning of broken branch nodes and the combination of atomic services, and put forward three steps service composition algorithm of the combination of atomic services based on knowledge. The above documents built service composition models and the corresponding solution algorithms mainly based on the analysis of service composition targets, most of which idealized a cloud manufacturing service as a kind of "rigid body", which was separated from the social relationship, seldom considering the relationships between the cloud manufacturing services and manufacturing tasks, and between cloud manufacturing services on the service composition optimization. However, to meet the personalized needs in the cloud manufacturing environment, it requires collaborative participation among customers and cloud manufacturing service providers and others [27] . The matching degree of cloud manufacturing services and manufacturing tasks, the harmony degree of cloud manufacturing services in service composition, and the complexity of service composition have great influence on the completion of customized/personalized product manufacturing tasks. Therefore, it is imperative to consider those factors for studying the optimization of cloud manufacturing service composition.
Multi-objective Optimization of Cloud Manufacturing Service Composition with Cloud-Entropy Enhanced Genetic Algorithm
This study constructs a cloud manufacturing service composition optimization mathematical model with the consideration of the matching degree of service and task in the process of cloud manufacturing service composition, the composition harmony degree, and the complexity of service composition, and then proposes a cloud-entropy enhanced genetic algorithm (CEGA) to solve the problem. Finally, the model and the algorithm are verified by an example of an automatic guided vehicle manufacturing task.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 1 analyzes the objectives and the strategies of cloud manufacturing service composition; Section 2 gives the definitions of service-matching degree, composition harmony degree, and cloudentropy, as well as the corresponding calculation methods; Section 3 proposes CEGA algorithm; Section 4 analyzes the application case; and Section 5 concludes the whole paper and gives future work.
CLOUD MANUFACTURING SERVICE COMPOSITION ANALYSIS
In a cloud manufacturing environment, customers can organize multiple distributed manufacturing resources to complete manufacturing tasks using cloud manufacturing service platform service composition modules. The goal of cloud manufacturing service composition is that various product manufacturing tasks are allocated to private cloud services and the most appropriate public cloud services, making the service composition meet the technical requirements of product, process time constraints and other conditions, and to obtain the maximum economic benefit [28] .
The matching degree of cloud manufacturing services and manufacturing tasks, the harmony degree of cloud manufacturing services in service composition, and the complexity of service composition have significant impacts on the service composition, so cloud service composition should not only consider the product delivery period, manufacturing cost and other traditional factors, but also address servicematching degree, composition harmony degree and cloud-entropy.
In the cloud manufacturing service composition, matching manufacturing tasks with public cloud services and/or enterprise private cloud services is necessary. If the cloud manufacturing service provider cannot understand its customers' manufacturing needs completely, or in the cloud manufacturing service platform it is hard to accurately express customers' requirement, customers and cloud manufacturing service providers need to communicate, coordinate, and collaboratively participate in product manufacturing processes. If the cloud service customer belongs to a branch of a group company, due to the restriction of its equipment manufacturing capacity and technical level, it is difficult for the customer to complete a manufacturing task alone, so it needs to be completed with the enterprise private cloud services or public cloud services. The main effect of customers' participation in manufacturing processes is the verification and feedback of product manufacturing requirements. Such a manufacturing model in which customers are directly involved in the product manufacturing processes is different than traditional closed-door manufacturing and networked manufacturing based on the knowledge of the customers' description of manufacturing requirements. Its outstanding advantage is that customers can directly inspect and provide feedback on a manufacturing process or even some parts and components in the process of product development or manufacturing, and without any need to wait for all the manufacturing tasks to be completed before the product information feedback. To a certain extent, it can reduce a product's defect rate and ensure that the product meets customer's customized manufacturing needs with high standards. Moreover, it also shortens the time of trial production and the rework time of unqualified products, reduces production costs, and ensures the product's quality and delivery time.
In the composition process, first of all, determining the service composition strategy based on the decomposition of customer's manufacturing requirements should be considered, specifically, the basic strategies for selecting cloud manufacturing services according to the manufacturing tasks; secondly, service-matching degree, composition harmony degree, cloud-entropy, and other problems should be addressed. Based on the above analysis, the following cloud manufacturing service composition strategies are given: 1. All manufacturing tasks must be allocated to one or more corresponding public cloud services or private cloud services to complete. 2. Manufacturing tasks that include core product technologies and need to be kept strictly confidential must be allocated to enterprise private cloud services to be completed. 3. The comprehensive optimization objective of the cloud manufacturing service composition scheme should be as close to the ideal value as possible, which is composed of service-matching degree, composition harmony degree, cloud-entropy, and so on. Service composition according to the above strategies could provide support for the construction of a scientific and rational organization structure of the cloud manufacturing and the optimization of the use of distributed manufacturing resources.
MODELING CLOUD MANUFACTURING SERVICE COMPOSITION

Problem Description
Suppose that a customized product manufacturing project can be broken down into l sub-tasks, namely W = {w 1 , …, w l }, it is necessary to select the appropriate public cloud services in n public cloud service sets and enterprise private cloud services in m private cloud service sets from the cloud resource pool to complete. 
Fig. 1. Cloud manufacturing service composition mapping relationship
Service-Matching Degree Definition and Calculation
In cloud manufacturing, whether manufacturing services are suitable for manufacturing tasks has a significant influence on the cloud manufacturing service composition. The higher the suitability of cloud manufacturing services for manufacturing tasks, the greater the ability to control the manufacturing tasks, the better the completion quality of the manufacturing tasks. Therefore, in the process of service composition, considering the suitability of cloud manufacturing services for manufacturing tasks is of great significance, which is defined as the service-matching degree.
• Definition 1: Service-matching degree: the quantitative level of suitability of cloud manufacturing services (including private and public cloud services) for the manufacturing tasks. Many factors may affect the suitability of public and private cloud services for manufacturing tasks, such as the geographic location of manufacturing resources mapped by cloud manufacturing services, the frequency and experience of implementation of similar manufacturing tasks, the software and hardware strength of manufacturing resources mapped by cloud manufacturing services, the interest in undertaking the manufacturing tasks, and so on. The specific description is as follows: 1. Capacity factor. Capacity matrix C = (c ij ) (m+n)×l is introduced to describe the manufacturing capacity of m private cloud services and n public ones. 
where v ij = α×c ij +β×d ij +γ×e ij +δ×p ij , where α, β, γ and δ are the corresponding weighted coefficients. v ij (1 ≤ i ≤ m) represents the service-matching degree of the i th private cloud service for the j th manufacturing task. v ij (m+1 ≤ i ≤ m+n) represents the servicematching degree of the i th public cloud service for the j th manufacturing task.
Composition Harmony Degree Definition and Calculation
In cloud manufacturing, the harmony degree between cloud manufacturing services in a service composition scheme is an easily overlooked but crucial factor. The higher the harmony degree between cloud manufacturing services, the agiler the information interaction, the smoother the material transportation, the more successful the progress of manufacturing tasks, the shorter the time to complete the tasks. In contrast, the lower the harmony degree, information interaction and material transportation between the cloud manufacturing services are hindered, the delivery time of products is extended, and the manufacturing cost is increased. Therefore, in the cloud manufacturing service composition, it is necessary to analyse the degree of harmony between the cloud manufacturing services, which is defined as composition harmony degree.
• Definition 2: Composition harmony degree: the quantitative representation of the harmony degree between private and public cloud services, which can be calculated based on execution time. For example, the composition harmony degree of the composite services for manufacturing tasks w i and w j is [29] :
where t i and t j are respectively the execution times of the manufacturing tasks w i and w j , and t ij is the total execution time of the two tasks. The calculation of the total execution time of manufacturing tasks is closely related to the interaction between them. It is relatively simple when the manufacturing tasks are independent of each other, in serial or parallel. For coupled tasks, the calculation of the total execution time is relatively complex. Assuming that the tasks w i and w j are coupled, the corresponding execution times are respectively t i and t j , then the total execution time is [29] :
where g ij is the coupling coefficient between tasks w i and w j , whose value is mainly on the basis of the flexibility of information interaction, the patency of material transportation, the times of cooperation and the degree of tacit understanding, as shown in Table 1 . If the interaction between tasks w i and w j is relatively smooth, or they used to have some cooperation.
0.5
If the interaction between tasks w i and w j is smooth, or they used to have a small amount of cooperation.
0.7
If the interaction between tasks w i and w j is not smooth, or they used to have only a little cooperation.
0.9
If the information interaction between tasks w i and w j is blocked, or they never have any cooperation. 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8
If they are between the above situation, take the middle value.
Based on the above analysis, the composition harmony degree matrix is established as below:
Cloud-Entropy Definition and Calculation
• Definition 3: Cloud-entropy: the quantitative representation of complexity and order of the cloud manufacturing service composition. The bigger the cloud-entropy, the more confusing and more complex the cloud manufacturing service composition. In contrast, the smaller cloud-entropy indicates that the service composition is more orderly and simpler. An ordered and simple composition of cloud manufacturing services has a greater certainty for successfully completing manufacturing tasks. Although the manufacturing time and cost can directly reflect the advantages and disadvantages of the service composition, the effectiveness of the service composition scheme, namely the possibility of its successful implementation, could not be evaluated. The impact of many factors in the manufacturing processes makes the task execution complicated. For example, every time a workpiece clamped may affect the machining accuracy. Whether information interaction and material transportation of cloud manufacturing services in product manufacturing processes can be successfully implemented is uncertain. Equipment failure, maintenance, and other factors may affect the progress of the implementation of manufacturing tasks. Therefore, it is necessary to use cloud-entropy to measure the complexity of cloud manufacturing service composition and the effectiveness of the implementation, and it is used as a service composition optimization index to study the problem of cloud manufacturing service composition. According to the entropy measurement of the complexity of manufacturing system in [30] , cloudentropy for cloud manufacturing service composition is obtained as follows 
where EnC i is the cloud-entropy of the i th cloud manufacturing service; EnC sum is the total cloudentropy for the service composition, which reflects the complexity of the service composition scheme; s i is the total state number of the i th cloud manufacturing service; N is the total number of cloud manufacturing services in the service composition scheme; t ij is the time of the i th cloud manufacturing service in the j th state; and T i is the total time for the i th cloud manufacturing service to complete the manufacturing task.
The starting time point of the cloud manufacturing service is that for the first operation of the cloud manufacturing service. The end time point of the cloud manufacturing service is that of the last operation of the manufacturing process. The starting time point of the workpiece is the starting time for the first process. The end time point of the workpiece is the bigger one between the end time of the process and the delivery time. To illustrate the cloud-entropy calculation, assume that an equipment manufacturing task has two candidate cloud manufacturing services. The longest continuous working time of the first candidate cloud manufacturing service is 24 hours, the maintenance time is 5 hours, and the total execution time is 66 hours. The longest continuous working time of the second candidate cloud manufacturing service is 16 hours, the maintenance time is 4 hours, and the total execution time is 66 hours. Their processing sequence is shown in Fig. 2 The cloud-entropy of the second candidate cloud manufacturing service is bigger than that of the first candidate one. The main reason is that the state transition frequency of the second service is greater than the first one. The second one is more complex and chaotic, while the first one is more orderly, which is consistent with the actual manufacturing experience. As can be seen from the above example, cloud-entropy can be used to determine the order of the cloud service composition or its complexity. The total cloud-entropy of the service composition can be obtained by summing up that of each service. In order to evaluate the complexity of the service composition, the smaller the cloud-entropy, the simpler the cloud manufacturing service composition is, the more reliable it is, the greater the probability of successful completion of the manufacturing task.
Service Composition Multi-Objective Optimization Model
The purpose of the cloud manufacturing service composition is to allocate the manufacturing tasks to the most suitable private cloud services and/or public cloud services, obtaining the biggest composition harmony degree and the smallest cloud-entropy, and meeting the production time and production cost constraints. Based on the above discussion, the mathematical model of cloud manufacturing service composition can be constructed as follows: 
where c i is the execution cost of the i th manufacturing task; y i is the unit time cost; and x ij , x pi and x qj are the switch variables, whose values can be obtained with the following formula: Eq. (5) represents the maximum value of the total service-matching degree. Eq. (6) represents the maximum value of the total composition harmony degree. Eq. (7) represents the minimum value of the total cloud-entropy of service composition (namely m+n cloud services). The constraint function formula (Eq. (8)) indicates that the maximum value of the execution time of the manufacturing task must be within the allowable time T 0 . Eq. (9) indicates that the maximum value of the execution cost of the manufacturing task must be within the allowable cost C 0 . Eq. (10) indicates that each manufacturing task must be allocated to one or more public and/or private cloud services to be performed.
SERVICE COMPOSITION MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Cloud manufacturing service composition is a multiobjective composition optimization NP-Hard problem [31] . Using the traditional method, it is difficult to solve such problems and to get the optimal results quickly. Genetic algorithm (GA) is a kind of search optimization algorithm which simulates the process of biological evolution [32] . It has a strong global search capability, but the local optimization ability of genetic algorithm is poor, easy to fall into local optimum, and prone to premature convergence [33] . Thus it is necessary to improve the search quality of traditional GA and then apply it. In view of the non-linear multiobjective composition optimization characteristics of the cloud manufacturing service composition model, based on the introduction of the normal cloud model [34] to improve the traditional GA, CEGA is proposed to solve such service composition, as shown in Fig. 3 . The normal cloud model is a random set that follows the normal distribution law and has a stable tendency. It is described by the expected value Ex, the entropy En, and the hyper entropy He. Based on the random and stable tendency characteristics of the cloud particle of the normal cloud model, the crossover probability and the mutation probability of the genetic algorithm are designed. In the initial stage of the algorithm, larger crossover and mutation probabilities are set to speed up the generation of excellent individuals. In the later stage of the algorithm, smaller crossover and mutation probabilities are set. The excellent individuals with high fitness are involved in the crossover and mutation with small probabilities of protecting the excellent individuals from being damaged so that the global convergence of the algorithm is accelerated. Crossover and mutation probabilities are produced by the normal cloud model formulas. With control parameters of the normal cloud model, the adaptive adjustment is carried out when the population fitness is changed, to improve the algorithm in the search range and precision accuracy.
The adaptive generation formulas of crossover and mutation probabilities are as follows [34] :
Crossover probability p c 
where Enn = Rand(n) × He + En, Ex = f , where f is the average fitness value of the population; En = (f max -f )/C 1 , where C 1 is the control coefficient; He = En / C 2 , where C 2 is the control coefficient; 
where Enn = Rand(n) × He + En, Ex = f , En = (f max -f )/C 3 , where C 3 is the control coefficient; He = En / C 4 , where C 4 is the control coefficient; In Eqs. (12) and (13), f max , f min and f are the maximum, minimum and average fitness values of the population respectively; f is the larger of the two crossover individual fitness values; f ' is the fitness value of the mutation individual; p cmax and p cmin respectively represent the maximum mutation and minimum crossover probabilities of the population; p mmax and p mmin respectively represent the maximum and minimum mutation probabilities of the population; and k 1 , ..., k 4 are constants of [0,1] with k 1 = k 2 = 0.5, and k 3 = k 4 = 1.
According to Eqs. (12) and (13), the initial values of p c and p m are larger, but gradually reduced with the continuous evolution of the population. In the same generation, different individuals have different crossover and mutation probabilities. The individuals with high fitness value should be protected, and their crossover and mutation probabilities are reduced. The individuals with low fitness value should increase their crossover and mutation probabilities. Therefore, each individual in each generation has different crossover and mutation probabilities, so as to realize the adaptive crossover and mutation.
Entropy En, expected value Ex, hyper entropy He and standard deviation Enn are important control parameters of the normal cloud model. Among them, the value of standard deviation Enn is mainly affected by the two parameters of entropy En and hyper entropy He. Entropy En reflects the steepness of the cloud model; expected value Ex reflects the horizontal position of the cloud model; hyper entropy He reflects the cloud particle discrete degree [34] . Cloud particles fluctuate near the expected value, and the fluctuation degree is controlled by He. The stability of the normal cloud model is decreased when the hyper entropy He is too large, and the randomness of the normal cloud model is declined when the hyper entropy He is too small. The algorithm ensures that the best individuals around the maximum fitness value maintain the stable tendency of a normal cloud model, improving the search ability of the individual with a lower fitness value, thus, producing new individuals in larger space, improving the randomness of the algorithm effectively, and restraining premature convergence. The specific steps of the cloud-entropy genetic algorithm are discussed as follows.
Encoding Strategy
The algorithm uses a binary encoding method, in which each chromosome is divided into l segments, and each gene segment represents a manufacturing task. Assuming that the number of the candidate public cloud services to complete the i th manufacturing task is n i , and that of the candidate private ones to complete the i th manufacturing task is m i , then the total number of the candidate cloud manufacturing services to complete the i th manufacturing task is m i +n i . In encoding, the genetic value of 0 indicates that the manufacturing task corresponding to the gene segment is not allocated to any public or private cloud services; whereas the genetic value of 1 indicates that the manufacturing task corresponding to the gene segment is allocated to a public/ private cloud service. Such encoding can also be used to decode the chromosome.
An example of such encoding is given in Fig.  4 , which indicates that the manufacturing task w 1 is allocated to the first service of the private cloud service set Q 1 with a genetic value of 1. In the same segment, the other genetic values corresponding to the other candidate cloud services are 0. Similarly, the manufacturing task w l is allocated to the third service of the public cloud service set Q m+n .
Fitness Function
Cloud manufacturing service composition is a nonlinear and multi-objective optimization problem, and there is a certain link among multiple objectives. It is difficult to directly give the optimal value of such a multi-objective optimization problem, but the ideal positive point (i.e. the most desired value) and the ideal negative point (i.e. the least expected value) of the single objective can be given easily. Therefore, it is more appropriate to choose the ideal point method to construct the fitness function in the cloud-entropy genetic algorithm.
The ideal point method is based on the distance between the objective function value and the ideal point to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of the composition service scheme. The smaller the distance, the better the scheme. The ideal point is composed of the ideal value of each objective function. The ideal value can be specified by the decision maker, and also can be obtained from the single objective optimal value. According to the above analysis, the evaluation function of the cloud manufacturing service composition problem can be constructed: 
where ( I I I   1  2  3 * * * , , ) is the ideal point, which is composed of the optimal values of three single objective functions. (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 ) is the objective function value of the cloud manufacturing service composition. I is the distance between objective function value of the cloud manufacturing service composition and the ideal point, namely deviation.
The quantity level and the important degree of the objective functions I 1 , I 2 and I 3 are not the same, so they should be dealt with dimensionless correction and be distinguished with weight coefficients. Thus the evaluation function can be modified as follows: 
Selection Operation
The roulette method is adopted to perform the selection operation. According to its fitness, each generation has the corresponding probability to be copied to the next generation. Given that the population size is popsize, and the fitness of the individual is f(i), then the selection probability to be copied to the next generation can be calculated as follows.
Private cloud service sets Fig. 4 . Example of the encoding method
Crossover Operation
The crossover probability p c of the population is calculated by Eq. (12) , and the expected value Ex, entropy En, and hyper entropy He of the crossover operator are calculated. Produce two parent individuals by the normal cloud model. The operation method called "double crossover points" is adopted; this is randomly selecting two gene segments as crossover points, exchanging gene encodes of the crossover points between the first parent individual and the second parent individual, the unchosen gene encodings remaining the same; thus, two offspring individuals are produced. The crossover operation is shown in Fig. 5 . 
Mutation Operation
Calculate the mutation probability p m of the population according to Eq. (13), the expected value Ex, entropy En, and hyper entropy He of the mutation operator. Produce a new individual by the normal cloud model. When p m is bigger than the given threshold, randomly select a gene segment in the chromosome, one of encoded gene in the selected gene segment is set to 1, the others in the same gene segment are set to 0, then a new chromosome is produced. The mutation operation is shown in Fig. 6 .
CEGA randomly generates an initial population, repeats steps (Sections) 3.2 to 3.5 until the maximum generation equals the setting value 150 (i.e. maxgen=150) or other termination conditions of the algorithm occur, and outputs the optimal results.
Fig. 6. Mutation operation
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
A company in Foshan city has built two manufacturing workshops. A private cloud service platform is built inside the enterprise for sharing the equipment, raw materials and other manufacturing resources for the internal manufacturing departments. The manufacturing tasks of the enterprise are synergistically implemented by the internal manufacturing resources (i.e. the enterprise private cloud services) and the external manufacturing resources (i.e. the public cloud services). Take the production of five sets of Automatic Guided Vehicles (AGVs) as an example to illustrate the specific application of the proposed cloud manufacturing service composition optimization algorithm.
The manufacturing task of the AGV can be divided into six sub-tasks: car body task w 1 , driving device task w 2 , auxiliary equipment task w 3 , power supply system task w 4 , auxiliary control system task w 5 and main control system task w 6 . All of the subtasks are allocated according to the proposed CEGA.
The available public cloud service sets for the allocation of the manufacturing tasks w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , and w 5 are Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , Q 4 , and Q 5, respectively. The numbers of public cloud services contained in the five sets are 3, 3, 4, 2 and 2, respectively. The manufacturing task w 6 involves the core technology of the enterprise with a high level of confidentiality, and must be implemented by the enterprise private cloud service set Q 6 , which contains two private cloud services. In summary, the six manufacturing tasks w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , w 5 , and w 6 are allocated to 14 public cloud services and two private cloud services.
According to the manufacturing task number, the candidate cloud manufacturing services are arranged in a sequence. The influence factor vectors are obtained according to the definition of servicematching degree. 
The matrix is a symmetric one, whose diagonal elements h 11 , h 22 , …, and h 66 are 1. h 12 represents the composition harmony degree of three candidate cloud manufacturing services for manufacturing task w 1 and three for manufacturing task w 2 . Other elements of the matrix are similar to h 12 . Their values can be calculated as follows: 100000. MATLAB R2015a is used to realize the CEGA programming. Set population size Popsize = 50, maximum generation Maxgen = 150, and U = 100. The weight coefficients of the objective functions are given as ε 1 = 0.4, ε 2 = 0.3, and ε 3 = 0.3, respectively. The ideal point obtained by the single objective optimal function is (4.30, 12.768, 9.135). After 48 iterations of the CEGA, the optimal fitness value of the population is 99.934, the service-matching degree is 4, the composition harmony degree is 11.799, the cloud-entropy is 8.708, the delivery time is 375, the cost is 80490, the chromosome encoding of the optimal solution is 1001001000100110, and the distance between the optimal objective function value and the ideal point is 1.101. The chromosome encoding of the optimal solution is shown in Fig. 7 , where manufacturing task w 1 is allocated to the first cloud service of the public cloud service set Q 1 ; task w 2 to the first cloud service of the public cloud service set Q 2 ; task w 3 to the first cloud service of the public cloud service set Q 3 ; task w 4 to the first cloud service of the public cloud service set Q 4 ; task w 5 to the second cloud service of the public cloud service set Q 5 ; and task w 6 to the first cloud service of the private cloud service set Q 6 . The average running time of the algorithm is 11.63 s, and the evolution curves of CEGA are shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8a) shows the optimal individual fitness value evolution curve, Fig. 8b the service-matching degree evolution curve, Fig. 8c the composition harmony degree evolution curve, Fig.  8d the cloud-entropy evolution curve, Fig. 8e the execution time evolution curve, Fig. 8f the execution cost evolution curve, Fig. 8g the deviation evolution curve and Fig. 8h the three-dimensional scatter diagram of CEGA solution process. The population tends to be stable when it evolves to the forty-eighth generation. Fig. 7 . The optimal solution of the AGV manufacturing task Fig. 9 shows the evolution curves of the proposed CEGA and Standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA) under the same conditions. As can be seen from the figure, CEGA converges to the optimal solution of 
CONCLUSION
In order to optimize the allocation of cloud manufacturing resources and improve the execution efficiency of cloud manufacturing service composition, research on the cloud manufacturing service composition optimization problem has been done with the following contributions: 1. Service-matching degree, composition harmony degree and cloud-entropy are defined, and the corresponding calculation methods are given, which broadens the scope of the influence factor set of cloud manufacturing service composition optimization. 2. The mathematical model of cloud manufacturing service composition optimization is built, which takes the service-matching degree, composition harmony degree and cloud-entropy as the multiobjective functions with the execution time, execution cost, and so on as the constraints. 3. On the introduction of the theory of a normal cloud model to improve the traditional genetic algorithm, a so-called CEGA is proposed to solve the mathematical model of cloud manufacturing service composition with multi-objectives and further verified by taking the task of AGV manufacturing as an example of its feasibility and effectiveness. Cloud manufacturing service composition optimization is a complex problem, which has many influence factors such as the service-matching degree, the composition harmony degree and the cloudentropy as studied in this paper. Further research can include other influence factors and algorithms.
